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A.  Executive Summary  

Land Between the Lakes Forest Service System Roads consist of approximately 465 total miles 

providing access to 171,280 acres of national recreation area, as well as 300 miles of shoreline that 

bounds the recreation area on three sides.  

 

The road system located within the boundaries of the recreation area is actively managed by the 

Forest Service by working in partnership with multiple government entities.  Road maintenance 

responsibilities and road jurisdiction are at times unclear and complicated.  In some cases 

maintenance responsibility has been made complicated by that portion of the Protection Act 

designating a portion of the road maintenance responsibilities to the states. Both states have 

disagreed with that designation, although several roads were originally State Routes. Trigg County, 

KY asserts that roads within the Land Between the Lakes portion of that county are its jurisdiction.  

Lyon County, KY indicates maintenance responsibility and road jurisdiction were relinquished.  

Stewart County, TN has not expressed an opinion.  A preliminary review of road right of way and 

road easement documents completed by the Forest Service for the Kentucky portion of Land 

Between the Lakes revealed numerous existing rights of way and easements. It is anticipated that 

similar results would come from a review of road right of way and road easement documents for the 

Tennessee portion of Land Between the Lakes.  In addition, there are approximately 268 known 

cemeteries located in Land Between the Lakes. The Land Between the Lakes Protection Act 

(Protection Act - https://www.congress.gov/bill/105th-congress/house-bill/3689/text) requires the 

Forest Service to ensure access to cemeteries within the Recreation Area for the purposes of burial, 

visitation, and maintenance.  Historically, the access provided is similar to what the Tennessee 

Valley Authority (TVA) provided either by vehicle or foot.   

 

This travel analysis report intends to help future interdisciplinary teams in identifying a sustainable 

road system.  All travel analysis reports serve as a way for forests to refine the balance between the 

public need for access and the capability and health of the land base that the transportation system 

serves. USDA Forest Service Land Between the Lakes National Recreation Area’s travel analysis 

report (TAR) satisfies Sub-Part “A” Travel Analysis as required by the 2005 Travel Management 

Rule (36 CFR 212.5). 

 

The travel analysis process (TAP) that led to the completion of this report is an integrated ecological, 

social, and economic approach to transportation system planning. It also serves as part of an ongoing 

and iterative process that continually respond to changing conditions, available funds, monitoring 

results, and new regulatory requirements.  

 

This analysis was at the forest level scale; intended for informational purposes only. It identifies 

Forest Service System roads needing further study in future decisions when implementing our Land 

and Resource Management Plan which can be found online at 

https://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/LBLAreaPlan.pdf   

https://www.congress.gov/bill/105th-congress/house-bill/3689/text
https://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/LBLAreaPlan.pdf
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Actual road management decisions will be further disclosed in appropriate National Environmental 

Policy Act (NEPA) documents supporting project level programs. 

 

A map of existing roads can be found in Appendix B. In addition, the Motor Vehicle Use Map 

(MVUM), which displays all roads available to the public, can be found online at 

https://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/LBL-MVUM-2016.pdf 

 

Land Between the Lakes held three public meetings to inform stakeholders about the Transportation 

Analysis Process. Forest leadership also visited personally with senior elected officials of the three 

local county governments and U.S. Congressional state offices to discuss this process. Public and 

stakeholder comments received nearly unanimously indicated a desire that no roads be eliminated. In 

many cases, public comments received expressed a desire that roads be better maintained. 

 

The team analysis identified 22.78 miles from 34 different roads for consideration for possible 

change concurrent with future analysis. See page 35 of this report for a table of roads recommended 

for further consideration concurrent with future analysis that may include decisions to change to the 

transportation system available within Land Between the Lakes.  In addition, the team identified two 

watersheds, out of twelve, needing protection from soil erosion and sedimentation. Roads that may 

be affecting these watersheds have also been recommended for further study. It is acknowledged that 

some of these roads may need funding for improvements to protect the watersheds. The table of 

these roads can be found at Appendix C. 

 

B. Context 

1. Alignment with National and Regional Objectives 

Sub-Part “A” Travel Analysis is required by the 2005 Travel Management Rule (36 CFR 

212.5).  Forest Service Manual 7712 and Forest Service Handbook 7709.55-Chapter 20 

provide specific direction, including the requirement to use a six step interdisciplinary, 

science-based process to ensure that future decisions are based on an adequate consideration 

of environmental, social, and economic impacts of roads. A letter from the Chief of the 

Forest Service dated March 29, 2012 was issued to replace a November 10, 2010 letter 

previously issued on the same topic.  It reaffirms agency commitment to completing travel 

analysis reports for Subpart A of the travel management rule by 2015, and also provides 

additional national direction related to this work, addressing process, timing, and leadership 

expectations.   The letter requires documentation of the analysis by a travel analysis report, 

which includes a map displaying the existing road system and possible unneeded roads.  It is 

intended to inform future proposed actions related to identifying the minimum road system.  

The TAP process is designed to work in conjunction with other frameworks and processes, 

the results of which collectively inform and frame future decisions executed under NEPA.  

This letter, including a diagram which further illustrates the relationship between NEPA and 

TAP is included in Appendix D. 

https://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/LBL-MVUM-2016.pdf
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In 2003 Land Between the Lakes completed an area road analysis. The 2003 analysis only 

studied Maintenance Levels 3 through 5 roads, or passenger car roads. This current analysis 

includes all roads, Maintenance Levels 1 through 5.  See Section B.5 for more information 

regarding the 2003 Road Analysis.  See Section C.2.C for a full explanation of road 

Maintenance Levels. 

  

The document entitled “Sub-Part “A” Travel Analysis (TAP), Southern Region Expectations, 

Revised to align with 2012 Chief’s Letter” and attached in Appendix E, supplements the 

national direction for Forest Scale TAPs developed for the Southern Region. 

 

2. Coordination with Forest Plan 

The current Forest Plan for Land Between the Lakes National Recreation Area was adopted 

in 2004.  It provides specific direction for overall management of Land Between the Lakes.  

The Forest-wide TAP tiers to Land Between the Lakes’ Forest Plan by informing future 

NEPA actions that implement the Forest Plan and have transportation components.  The TAP 

has been informed by the Watershed Condition Framework, and likewise, the TAP is 

intended to inform future forest restoration activities, including watershed restoration.  

3. Budget and Political Realities 

 

a) Budget 

Over the past several years, appropriated funds available were not sufficient to 

adequately maintain the Land Between the Lakes’ road system. Budget and costs are 

discussed in greater detail later in this report. 

b) Political Realities 

Appropriated funds available to the Forest Service for road maintenance have declined 

nearly every year at the national level. The recreation area’s share of this funding is part 

of a bigger picture and national priorities for federal funding influence the amount 

received for road maintenance. 

 

There are approximately 268 known cemeteries located in Land Between the Lakes. The 

Land Between the Lakes Protection Act (Protection Act - 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/105th-congress/house-bill/3689/text) requires the Forest 

Service to ensure access to cemeteries within the Recreation Area for the purposes of 

burial, visitation, and maintenance.  Historically, the access provided is similar to what 

the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) provided either by vehicle or foot.   

 

As is the case for most Forest Service properties, Land Between the Lakes’ past funding 

amounts have been inadequate to properly maintain all of the recreation area’s roads and 

bridges.  In some cases, due to inadequate maintenance and continued decay, roads and 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/105th-congress/house-bill/3689/text
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bridges no longer adequately meet the needs of the public. Changes are becoming 

inevitable, being driven both by declining budgets as well as by the need to have the most 

efficient and effective transportation system on the ground as possible.  

   

The TAP process is an attempt to begin to identify a proposed “minimum road system” 

(MRS) which will only come into place as NEPA decisions are made and then actual on-

the-ground decisions are implemented.  The MRS will probably change over time as 

well, as public needs and funding levels change. Therefore, it is expected that a new 

Forest-wide TAP analyses will continue to be needed, on a 10-15 year cycle which 

matches the timeline for the Land and Resource Management Plan. 

 

4. Anticipated 2012 Transportation Bill Effects 

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has for many years been able to fund routine 

road maintenance and large road maintenance projects on Land Between the Lakes’ paved 

roads with funds made available via their Forest Highway Program. The Forest Highway 

Program was not renewed in the latest transportation bill MAP-21. MAP-21, the Moving 

Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (P.L. 112-141), was signed into law by President 

Obama on July 6, 2012. Forest Highway funds are no longer available. However, MAP-21 

did put forth two new road maintenance funding programs that will be available. These are 

the Federal Lands Access Program (FLAP) and the Federal Lands Transportation Program 

(FLTP).   The FLAP was established in 23 U.S.C. 204 to improve transportation facilities 

that provide access to, are adjacent to, or are located within Federal lands. The FLAP 

supplements State and local resources for public roads, transit systems, and other 

transportation facilities, with an emphasis on high-use recreation sites and economic 

generators.  The FLAP requires 20% matching funds and cannot be used to fund routine road 

maintenance.  The FLTP funds projects that improve access within the Federal estate 

(national forests, national parks, national wildlife refuges, national recreation areas, and other 

Federal public lands) on transportation facilities in the national Federal Lands transportation 

inventory and owned and maintained by the Federal government. 

5. Alignment with Watershed Condition Framework (WCF) 

Along with the other National Forests across the country, Land Between the Lakes recently 

conducted an analysis of its watersheds, categorized them as to their condition class and 

prioritized them for future improvement efforts. The TAP analysis was informed by the 

WCF. Similarly, future considered watershed improvement is intended to be informed by the 

TAP. Three categories were identified:  Class 1 – Functioning Properly, Class 2 – 

Functioning at Risk, and Class 3 – Impaired Function.   These classifications were performed 

on watersheds at the 6th order hydrologic unit classification (HUC). Watersheds identified as 

Impaired Function are in need of restorative efforts at the project and area scale that will 

ultimately result in improved condition class. It was determined that two watersheds in the 
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area are categorized as Impaired Function: the Ledbetter Creek Kentucky Lake Watershed 

and the Dry Creek Cumberland River Watershed. 

 

Concurrent with this road analysis a small sub-team effort was undertaken to identify roads 

possibly the source of negative environmental and water quality impacts. A listing of roads 

with known concern was developed. Roads known to be historically negatively impacted by 

storm events and release modest amounts or more of soil and sediment were considered for 

inclusion. Roads known to be located in lower portions of watersheds and known to be 

subject to stream flooding or lake inundation were considered. Roads located within 

threatened or impaired watersheds were considered for inclusion. The listed roads should be 

considered further concurrent with future project, watershed or landscape scale analysis at 

which time long term decisions can be made intended to mitigate, repair, close, partially 

close or make no change to the listed roads or the associated road maintenance and 

management.  For a listing of roads possibly the source of negative environmental and water 

quality impacts see Appendix C. 

 

6. Prior Applicable Area Road Analysis 

In 2003 Land Between the Lakes completed a thorough area road analysis. This document 

can be found at: https://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/wp-

content/uploads/2014/05/LBL2003FinalRoadsAnalysis.pdf. This report is very thorough and 

comprehensive on a variety of subjects and concerns. Some included details are outdated 

including demographics, visitation, and watershed conditions largely due to changes over 

time. In addition, the identified issues and assessments of benefits, problems, and risks 

contained would also be applicable today with little or no change. 

 

The 2003 analysis only studied Maintenance Levels 3 through 5 roads, or passenger car 

roads. This current analysis includes all roads, Maintenance Levels 1 through 5. See Section 

C.2.C for a full explanation of road Maintenance Levels. 

 

The 2003 road analysis did include the following key findings and recommendations that 

remain applicable today and into the future: 

 

a) The Maintenance Levels 3 through 5 roads are considered to be adequate for current and 

foreseeable future access needs. It is very unlikely that any Maintenance Levels 3 through 

5 roads will be closed, however, great opportunity exists to lower their maintenance cost 

and reduce impacts. It is expected that future watershed roads analyses (watershed or 

project scale) will identify some Maintenance Level 1 and 2 roads as surplus to forest 

needs. 

 

b) No new road access is proposed or evaluated in this forest-scale assessment. However, 

should new access be required, road construction will need to be evaluated at the 

https://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/LBL2003FinalRoadsAnalysis.pdf
https://www.landbetweenthelakes.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/LBL2003FinalRoadsAnalysis.pdf
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watershed and/or project scale. Any future new road(s) would be constructed with 

modern design and layout techniques that will minimize adverse ecological risks while 

providing safe and efficient transportation. Any decision to add road mileage to the 

system should consider the constrained road maintenance budget and the potential 

conflicts that additional maintenance needs will engender. 

 

c) There are a number of options available to reduce costs and minimize road-related risks 

on the LBL road system. Some specific examples include the following: 

 

1. Reducing Maintenance Levels: Reducing a Maintenance Level 2 to a 

Maintenance Level 1 

 

This can reduce maintenance requirements as well as address water quality risks. 

Since Level 1 roads are not maintained for access, it is important they are in a 

condition where they can be essentially self-maintaining. They should not have 

ditches and cross drains that require maintenance, nor should they have drainage 

structures that require regular maintenance. When considering reductions in 

maintenance levels from Level 2 to Level 1, consideration must be given to the work 

needed to place the road in such a condition that it can be self-maintaining, and the 

associated costs. Work required may include reshaping to an out-sloped 

configuration, removing culverts and fills, or replacing culverts with rock-armored 

dips or rock fills. If the costs of such work exceed the long term maintenance cost 

savings, then other sources of funding may be appropriate on the basis of benefits to 

resources at risk. All of the considerations discussed above require site specific and 

detailed analysis on a road-by-road basis. 

 

2. Reconstruction 

 

Annual maintenance costs may be reduced by reconstructing or relocating roads/road 

segments that are currently maintained in an in-slope; ditch; cross drain configuration 

to an out-sloped or crowned template where road surface drainage is dispersed over 

the full length of the road prism rather than being concentrated into ditches and 

discharged via cross drains. An out-sloped template not only reduces maintenance 

needs, but also typically minimizes the adverse impacts often associated with the 

concentration of surface runoff. The costs associated with reconstruction are 

substantial and often cannot be justified on an economic basis alone. Some 

relocations can also assist by utilizing designs that lay gently on the land and avoid 

steep slopes, erosive soils, and hydrologic connectivity. 
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C.  Overview of Land Between the Lakes and the Transportation System 

1.  Description of Land Between the Lakes 

a)  Area Overview 

Land Between the Lakes is a 171,280 acre outdoor recreation and environmental 

education area located in southwest Kentucky and northwest Tennessee (Table 1).  It was 

established in 1963 when President John F. Kennedy charged the Tennessee Valley 

Authority (TVA) with a mission to demonstrate how an area (known then as "Between 

the Rivers" or BTR) with limited timber, agricultural, and industrial resources could be 

converted into a recreation asset that would stimulate economic growth in the region. The 

President's rationale was that a recreation area within the region would attract large 

numbers of visitors which, in turn, would stimulate the regional economy through tourist 

spending. With the President’s authorization and congressional funding for land purchase 

in 1964, TVA began the task of developing Land Between the Lakes. TVA subsequently 

developed the recreation area into a national recreation and environmental education 

demonstration area. In 1998, Congress passed the Protection Act that allowed for the 

transfer of Land Between The Lakes to the Forest Service in the event TVA did not 

receive appropriated funding. Management of Land Between the Lakes was transferred 

from the TVA to the USDA Forest Service in 1999. 

 
Table 1.  Land Allocation 

 
 

Approximately one and a half million visitors each year from throughout all 50 states to 

Land Between the Lakes and surrounding communities. Approximately 70 million 

Americans live within a six-hour drive of Land Between the Lakes, making it one of the 

most accessible National Recreation Areas in the United States (Map 1).  
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Map 1. Regional Recreation Area Location Map 

 

Visitors to the area can choose from a wide range of popular outdoor recreational 

activities. Campers find ample accommodations at the developed recreation areas. 

Backcountry areas provide solitude for more primitive camping and exploration. Special 

use areas offer facilities specifically for equestrian sports and off highway vehicle (OHV) 

riding. Biking, hiking, and nature viewing enthusiasts are afforded many opportunities, 

challenges and rewards along the 260 miles of non-motorized trails. Table 2. 

 
Table 2.  Recreation Resources 

Total acreage: 171,280 

Boat Ramps: 31 

Campgrounds: 30 

Campsites: 1,500 

Cultivated acreage: 3,200 

Environmental education day-use areas: 3 

Group camp: 1 

Miles of hiking trails: 260 

Miles of horse trails: 106 

Miles of mountain bike trails: 47 

Miles of OHV trails: 100 

Miles of roads: 465 

Miles of shoreline: 300 

Open Lands acreage: 6,610 

Picnic areas: 10 

Approximate number of cemeteries: 260 

Wildlife Refuge acreage: 190 
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Land Between the Lakes also provides an extensive array of environmental education 

facilities, programs and specialists that support individuals, families, and school groups, 

and provide educational opportunities to visitors. The environmental education efforts at 

Land Between the Lakes offer approximately 1,200 interpretive programs to the general 

public and 900 formal education programs a year at both developed facilities and remote 

sites. 

 

Within Land Between the Lakes’ rolling landscape and forests is an abundant range of 

wildlife habitat, including a restored prairie that is home to a combined herd of bison and 

elk. This Elk & Bison Prairie provides wildlife viewing in a setting designed to restore a 

part of what the region may have looked like before the arrival of European settlers. 

 

All of these opportunities, resources, and characteristics have given Land Between the 

Lakes considerable leverage in its Demonstration role. The Demonstration Area 

designation for Land Between the Lakes encompasses three levels of action: 

demonstrations within the recreation area; demonstrations within the surrounding region; 

and demonstrations with national impact or potential to impact at a national level. 

 

Because of this three-tiered structure, demonstration programs that may begin with 

results within Land Between the Lakes can be adapted and moved to both regional and 

national applications as they are refined and improved. These demonstration projects 

include vegetation and wildlife management programs, Recreation and Environmental 

Education programs and projects, business management, and fiscal processes. 

 

Land Between the Lakes is a regional economic centerpiece, a national destination, and a 

national Demonstration Project site. 

 

b)  Visitation 

 

Visitation for Land Between the Lakes averages approximately 1.5 million annually. 

Chart 1. 
 

Chart 1. Visitation Annually since 2009. 

 
 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Visitation 1,529, 1,483, 1,269, 1,429, 1,411, 1,546, 1,518,

0

1,000,000

2,000,000

Land Between the Lakes 
Annual Visits
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2.  Description of the Transportation System 

 

a)  General Transportation System Overview 

Land Between the Lakes’ transportation system (road system) is comprised of 

approximately 465 total miles of road excluding Highway 68/80. These 465 miles are 

composed of 155 miles of paved roads and 310 miles of aggregate surfaced and native 

surface roads. The road system supports onsite recreation, camping, hunting, fishing, 

lake access, education, open lands management, resource management, cemetery access, 

and administrative access. 

 

In general, the area is riddled with a legacy of historic travel routes some of which are 

located low in the watersheds, alongside stream channels, presumably as these were the 

simplest locations on which to construct primitive travel ways.  Road types found are 

comprised of a combination of roads originally not designed and constructed, roads 

originally designed and constructed, previously private accesses to lands, timber harvest 

area, farming, cemeteries, and roads improved or constructed by TVA for a variety of 

needs. The majority of aggregate and native surface roads appear not to have been 

designed and built to public passenger road standards.   They were inherited and 

somewhat upgraded over time by prior private road owners, county road entities, TVA, 

and Forest Service. Current road quality ranges from single lane native surface roads, 

which are only suitable for high clearance trucks or four wheel drives, to rural highway 

quality double lane paved roads. The majority of roads are available year round with 

exceptions that include recreation area seasonal closure; closures to accommodate 

seasonal hunting periods, and roads closed due to unsafe conditions or needed repairs.   

Most roads were pre-existing at the time the Forest Service assumed administration of 

the area from TVA in 1999. 

 

The creation of Land Between the Lakes resulted in the adaptation of its existing road 

system to meet the needs of a National Recreation Area. One of the major changes was 

the creation of a main north-south route, called The Trace (100 Road), now designated 

as the Woodlands Trace National Scenic Byway. This involved building a good quality 

two-lane road which was mainly new construction, especially in the northern half of 

Land Between the Lakes. A new bridge was built at the north end of the area and the last 

remaining traces of the traditional isolation of the area were over. Roads to the major 

campgrounds and lake access areas were upgraded and often paved. Other roads, which 

may once have been important paved roads, were reduced to lower maintenance levels.  

 

b) Forest Highways 

The Protection Act includes the following: 
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“a) In General.--For purposes of section 204 of title 23, United States Code, the 

road known as ``The Trace'' and every other paved road within the Recreation Area 

including any road constructed to secondary standards shall be considered to be a 

forest highway. 

 

(b) State Responsibility.-- 

(1) In general.--The States shall be responsible for the maintenance of forest 

highways within the Recreation Area. 

 

(2) Reimbursement.--To the maximum extent provided by law, from funds 

appropriated to the Department of Transportation and available for purposes of 

highway construction and maintenance, the Secretary of Transportation shall 

reimburse the States for all or a portion of the costs of maintenance of forest 

highways in the Recreation Area.” 

 

Road maintenance agreements were entered into between the Forest Service and the 

Tennessee Department of Transportation and the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet in 

2002 that identified a short list of major paved roads to be maintained by each respective 

state. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has for many years funded major 

paved road maintenance and large road maintenance projects done by the states with 

funds made available via their Forest Highway Program. 

 

One hundred nineteen miles of recreation area paved roads were included in original 

maintenance agreements as the responsibility of the states. Tennessee Department of 

Transportation and the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet has performed most 

maintenance on those roads listed in the agreement and administered needed projects in 

their respective states. More recently, the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet has 

increased the amount and regularity of maintenance performed and the numbers of 

projects administered. 

 

Several roads that were paved in 1998 with chip seal have degraded to the point it is 

hard to recognize were paved. 

 

Chip seal is a common form of pavement. It is a combination of layers of oil coated 

gravel sometimes topped with a form of surface sealant oil. This is a less expensive 

paving material and paving method. Unfortunately, chip seal is also one of the shortest 

lived paving surfaces. Chip seal pavement will degrade into what starts to look like 

loose gravel if not maintained and resurfaced or resealed when needed.  These roads 

were also intended to be Forest Highways and the maintenance responsibility of the 

states but today are hard to recognize as previously paved roads. 
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 c)  National Forest System Roads 

 

The Forest Service catalogs its roads by Maintenance Levels (ML), defined as follows: 

Maintenance Level 5 – Roads that provide a high degree of user comfort and 

convenience. Normally they are two-lane, paved facilities or aggregate surfaces. 

 

Maintenance Level 4 – Roads that provide a moderate degree of user comfort and 

convenience at moderate speeds. Most are two-lane and aggregate surfaced. Some may 

be single lane.  

 

Maintenance Level 3 – Roads open and maintained for travel by a prudent driver in a 

standard passenger car. User comfort and convenience are not considered priorities. 

Typically low speed, single lane with turnouts, and native or aggregate surfacing. 

 

Maintenance Level 2 – Roads open for use by high-clearance vehicles. Passenger car 

traffic is discouraged. Traffic is minor administrative, permitted or dispersed recreation. 

Non-traffic generated maintenance is minimal. 

 

Maintenance Level 1– These roads are closed to motorized use for a period of one or 

more years. They may be suitable and used for non-motorized uses with custodial 

maintenance. 

   

Of the 465 total miles of roads located in the recreation area, 346 miles of roads are 

considered for maintenance to be performed by Land Between the Lakes each year and 

listed as Forest Service National Forest System Roads. In some cases maintenance 

responsibility has been made complicated by that portion of the Protection Act 

designating a portion of the road maintenance responsibilities to the states. 

 

Table 3 shows the current breakdown of the recreations area’s National Forest System 

Roads by objective ML.    

 
Table 3.  Miles of Roads by ML 

ML Miles 

5 48 

4 53 

3 124 

2 99 

1 22 

Total 346 
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d)    Undocumented and Unauthorized Roads 

There are existing roads found on the landscape that are not shown in the inventory, not 

included on an official map, not cemetery access, and not administrative access to fields 

or open lands.  These roads are considered unauthorized roads, not needed for use by the 

recreation area.  These roads are subject to decommissioning including complete 

removal any time funding becomes available for that purpose. A study performed in 

2003 found there were roughly 310 miles of undocumented and unauthorized roads 

within Land Between the Lakes. 

3.  Road Maintenance Funding 

a) Source of Road Maintenance Funding 

Road maintenance funds available to Land Between the Lakes are a combination of road 

maintenance funds provided to the Forest Service through the annual Interior and Related 

Agency’s budget, primarily the Capital Maintenance for Roads (CMRD) line item; funds 

received from the Federal Highway Administration; and funds reinvested by Land 

Between the Lakes collected in a previous from recreation fees, land use agreements, and 

timber sale revenue. 

b) Fiscal Year 2015 Funding 

The Land Between the Lakes National Recreation Area prioritized $295,000 of Forest 

Service funding in fiscal year 2015 for routine road maintenance.  Land Between the 

Lakes also received $57,000 from FHWA to assist in the routine maintenance of major 

paved roads that are the responsibility of the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet 

D.  Cost of Operating and Maintaining Recreation Area Roads and Bridges  

1.  Administrative and Operating Costs  

a)    Forest Service Administrative and Operating Costs 

Administrative and operating costs are fixed costs to manage the entire recreation area 

road system (combination of responsibility of Forest Service and the states). Regardless 

of the total amount of maintenance funds received or road maintenance accomplished, 

this fixed cost amount is required by Land Between the Lakes each year. Examples of 

administrative and operating costs are employee salary, fleet costs and supplies. 

 

Land Between the Lakes prioritized $139,500 of Forest Service funds in fiscal year 2015 

for administrative and operating costs. In 2015 $295,000 was administered by the Forest 

Service for road maintenance. It is projected that approximately $450,000 is needed for 

administrative and operating costs in the future. 
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b)   Tennessee Department of Transportation and Kentucky Transportation Cabinet 

Administrative and Operating Costs 

Any possible administrative and operating costs accrued by either the Tennessee 

Department of Transportation or the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet would be included 

in the maintenance funds amounts they receive from FHWA. 

2.  Road Maintenance Costs 

Road maintenance costs are typically of two types – routine annual maintenance and non-

routine larger scale reconstruction, replacement or improvements. These funds are not similar 

from year to year because they are dependent upon the type of work to be performed and 

costs. Costs of non-routine annual larger scale reconstruction, replacement or improvements 

contained here have been converted to projected annual costs and needed funds.    

a)  Forest Service Road Maintenance Costs 

The primary components of typical annual road maintenance for aggregate or native 

surface roads performed by the Forest Service includes grading, mowing, brushing, 

surface repairs, minor resurfacing, ditch maintenance, culvert replacement, down limb 

removal, down tree removal, culvert cleaning, culvert replacement, and culvert 

installation. 

 

The primary components of typical annual road maintenance for paved roads performed 

by the Forest Service include surface repairs, mowing, brushing, ditch maintenance, 

culvert replacement, down limb removal, down tree removal, culvert cleaning, culvert 

replacement and culvert installation. 

 

The primary components of other typical annual road maintenance for roads performed 

by the Forest Service include storm recovery efforts, low water crossing maintenance, 

sign maintenance, gate maintenance, gate replacement or new installation; and safety 

barricades, drums, and cones. 

 

Examples of non-routine larger scale reconstruction, replacement or improvement costs 

performed by the Forest Service include road reconstruction, low water crossing 

replacement, and guardrail replacement. 

 

Table 4 displays estimated combined typical annual costs per mile or lump sum amounts 

for maintenance, road surface type and maintenance level, anticipated miles and 

anticipated funds needed. 
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          Table 4.  Forest Service Annual Road Maintenance Costs 

Maintenance Type Number Unit Unit Cost Costs 

Aggregate and Native Surface ML 

3,4,5; Routine Maintenance 

 

189 

 

Miles 3,620 684,180 

Aggregate and Native Surface ML 2; 

Routine Maintenance 

 

99 

 

Miles 2,900 287,100 

Aggregate and Native Surface ML 1; 

Routine Maintenance 

 

22 

 

Miles 520 36,000 

Paved Surface ML 3, 4, 5; Routine 

Maintenance 

 

31 

 

Miles 2,065 64,015 

Storm Recovery 1 Each 10,000 10,000 

Low Water Crossing Maintenance 

 

2 

 

Each 2,000 4,000 

Sign Maintenance 

 

1 

Lump 

Sum 3,000 3,000 

Gate Maintenance 

 

1 

Lump 

Sum 3,000 3,000 

Gate Replacement or New 4 Each 2,500 10,000 

Safety Barricades, Drums, Cones 

 

 

1 

 

Lump 

Sum 3,000 3,000 

Road Reconstruction Projects 4 Each 20,000 80,000 

Low Water Crossing Replacement 

 

1 

 

Each 45,000 45,000 

Other Projects. i.e.; Guardrail 

Replacement 

 

1 

 

Each 40,000 40,000 

 Total Cost 
  

 $   1,269,295 

 

b)  Tennessee Department of Transportation and Kentucky Transportation Cabinet 

Road Maintenance Costs 

 

The primary components of typical routine annual road maintenance for paved roads 

performed by either Tennessee Department of Transportation or Kentucky Transportation 

Cabinet include mowing, brushing, surface repairs, sign maintenance, down limb 

removal, down tree removal, incidental culvert maintenance, guardrail maintenance, 

stripe maintenance, and storm response.  

 

Examples of non-routine larger scale reconstruction, replacement or improvement costs 

that can be performed include paved surface resurfacing, road reconstruction, large scale 

sign replacement, large scale stripe replacement, and guardrail replacement. 
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Tennessee Department of Transportation has received and spent approximately $200,000 

per year from FHWA as reimbursement for costs incurred to perform routine annual road 

maintenance. The majority of typical routine annual road maintenance is accomplished. 

However, examples of deferred maintenance include guardrail maintenance, brushing, 

hazard tree elimination, and hazard limb elimination. It is anticipated that approximately 

$300,000 per year is needed to fully address annual maintenance needs. 

 

Kentucky Transportation Cabinet has received and spent from between $60,000 to 

$200,000 per year from FHWA as reimbursement for costs incurred to perform routine 

annual road maintenance. The majority of typical routine annual road maintenance is 

accomplished. However, examples of deferred maintenance include minor surface 

repairs, minor bridge maintenance, guardrail maintenance, brushing, hazard tree 

elimination and hazard limb elimination. It is anticipated that approximately $500,000 

per year is needed to fully address annual maintenance needs. 

 

3.  Bridge and Major Culvert Maintenance, Inspection, and Replacement Costs 

There are 12 bridges and 27 major culverts located on roads within Land Between the Lakes 

excluding those on Hwy 68/80. Six bridges and three major culverts are the responsibility of 

the Forest Service. Six bridges and twenty-four major culverts are the responsibility of the 

states.  Costs associated with bridge and major culverts are routine maintenance costs, heavy 

maintenance, inspection costs, and replacement costs. Funds used for bridge and major 

culvert maintenance, heavy maintenance, inspection, and replacement are a combination of 

Forest Service appropriated funds and annual funding provided by FHWA.   

 

Bridge and major culvert routine maintenance costs will vary depending upon the age, 

complexity, and size of the bridge but can average $1,000 per year. Bridge and major culvert 

heavy maintenance costs are associated with non-typical maintenance or repairs and occur 

less often than yearly. It is anticipated that half of the bridges and major culverts will receive 

heavy maintenance each year. Bridge and major culvert heavy maintenance can be said to 

average $2,000 per year. 

 

Bridges and major culverts have to be inspected every other year. Bridge and major culvert 

inspection costs can vary depending upon the complexity and size of the bridge but can be 

said to average $1,000 each or for an annual calculation cost $500 per year. 

 

Bridge replacement costs will vary depending upon the length, width, type, and complexity 

of the structure and could range from $3,000 to $8,000 per linear foot for modest single span 

structures in the range of 50 feet in length; or otherwise range from $150,000 to $400,000 or 

of a single value roughly $275,000 each. 
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Major culvert replacement costs will vary depending upon length, opening size, type, and 

complexity and could range from $50,000 to $250,000 each; or single value $125,000 each.  

 

The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet completed the deck replacement on the bridge on Road 

126 Road (Davenport Creek Bridge) in early FY16.  They are working on projects for FY16 

and FY17 to include; the Bridge on Road 134 (Hematite Creek Bridge), which is in the 

design phase, and a culvert replacement on (the 100 Road / Rayburn Creek Culvert) which is 

also in the design phase. 

 

a) Forest Service Bridge and Major Culvert Maintenance, Repair and Replacement 

Costs 

Six bridges and three major culverts are the responsibility of the Forest Service. Forest 

Service bridges and major culverts are inspected by the States with funds provided by 

FHWA.   Table 5 shows costs associated with Forest Service bridges and culverts. 

 
                             Table 5.  Forest Service Bridge and Major Culvert Maintenance, Repair and Replacement Costs 

Item Number Unit Unit Cost Costs 

Bridge or Major Culvert Routine 

Annual Maintenance 

 

9 

 

Each 

 

1,000 

  

 $ 9,000 

Bridge or Major Culvert  Heavy 

Maintenance 

 

9 

 

Each 

 

$ 2,000 

 

$ 18,000 

Bridge Replacement Cost 1 Each $ 275,000 $ 275,000 

Total Cost    $ 302,000 

 

b) Tennessee Department of Transportation and Kentucky Transportation Cabinet 

Road Maintenance Costs 

There are 12 bridges and 27 major culverts located on roads within Land Between the 

Lakes for a total of 39. All 39 are inspected by the states. For the benefit of annual cost 

calculations, it is anticipated that about half are inspected each year. Six bridges and 

twenty-four major culverts are the maintenance responsibility of the states. 

 

Of these, one bridge is monitored due to age and construction type (the 134 Road bridge / 

Hematite Creek Bridge); and one major culvert is monitored due to decay (the 100 Road / 

Rayburn Creek Culvert). These are anticipated projects that have the greatest need of 

replacement. See Table 6 for specific breakdown of costs to states. 
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Table 6.  TN DOT and KY Transportation Cabinet Bridge and Major Culvert Costs 

Item Number Unit Unit Cost Costs 

Bridge and Major Culvert 

Inspection 

 

20 

 

Each 

 

$ 1,000 

 

$20,000 

Bridge or Major Culvert 

Routine Annual 

Maintenance 

 

30 

 

Each 
 

$1,000 

 

$ 30,000 

Bridge or Major Culvert  

Heavy Maintenance 

 

15 

 

Each 

 

$ 2,000 

 

$ 30,000 

Bridge Replacement Cost 
 

1 

 

Each 

 

$ 350,000 

 

$ 350,000 

Major Culvert 

Replacement Cost 

 

1 

 

Each 

 

$200,000 

 

$200,000 

Total Cost    $ 550,000 

 

4.  Deferred Maintenance Costs 

Deferred maintenance costs are associated with road maintenance that is needed although not 

completed. The costs to maintain the existing road system is greater than the current and past 

budgets. Deferred maintenance costs continue to grow each year because funds are not 

available to fully address maintenance needs.  

a) Forest Service Deferred Maintenance Costs 

 

In FY15 to fully address roads deferred maintenance we first start with an accumulated 

annual history of our road maintenance budget. This historical budget amount reflects the 

level of road maintenance we accomplish each year. This budgeted amount equates to 

35% to 45% of our actual road system that receives annual maintenance. This leaves a 

shortfall each year of roads not being maintained. Based on the miles of roads not 

receiving this annually needed maintenance the Forest Service can only assume that road 

deferred maintenance will continue to increase.  

 

The current total Forest Service road deferred maintenance could be calculated as 

follows. The 60% shortfall we are experiencing quickly can be associated with an annual 

fund amount of over $600,000 in deferred maintenance dollars. We must also consider 

several factors such as; adverse weather, inflation adjustments, project accomplishments 

and especially for Land Between the Lakes, visitation.  On the average this annual 

$600,000 represents a normal estimate for a deferred maintenance year, as long as there 

are no additional contributing factors.  
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b)   Tennessee Department of Transportation and Kentucky Transportation Cabinet 

Deferred Maintenance Costs 

 

Both the Tennessee Department of Transportation and the Kentucky Transportation 

Cabinet maintain their current net cost of deferred road maintenance responsibilities. 

 

5.  Total Cost of Operating and Maintaining Roads and Bridges 

Table 7 and 8 combines the information from the previous sections totaling annual cost to 

maintain Land Between the Lakes’ roads and bridges. 

a)   Forest Service Cost of Operating and Maintaining Roads and Bridges 

                           Table 7.   

Item Number Unit Unit Cost Total Cost 

Administrative and Operating 

Costs 
1 Lump Sum $ 300,000 $ 300,000 

Road Maintenance 1 Lump Sum $ 1,300,000 $ 1,300,000 

Bridge and Major Culvert 

Maintenance and Replacement 
1 Lump Sum $300,000 $ 300,000 

Deferred Maintenance  1 Lump Sum $600,000 $600,000 

Total    $2,500,000 

 

b)   Tennessee Department of Transportation and Kentucky Transportation Cabinet 

Cost of Operating and Maintaining Roads and Bridges 

 
Table 8. 

Item Number Unit Unit Cost Total Cost 

Road Maintenance – TN 1 Lump Sum $ 300,000 $ 300,000 

Road Maintenance – KY 1 Lump Sum $500,000 $500,000 

Bridge and Major Culvert 

Maintenance and Replacement 

1 Lump Sum 
$460,000 $ 460,000 

Deferred Maintenance  
1 Lump Sum 

$1,000,000 $ 1,000,000 

Total 
  

 $ 2,260,000 
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E.  Assessment of Key Issues, Benefits, Problems and Risks, and Management Opportunities 

Identified 

1. Key Issues 

Current and past funding amounts are not sufficient to adequately maintain Land Between 

the Lakes’ road system including roads that required by law to provide access to the 268 

known cemeteries. Land Between the Lakes will optimize road maintenance funds in 

consideration of needed administrative and operating costs, and maintenance needs. 

Additional funds will be sought for road maintenance available through FHWA road 

maintenance funding programs. Partnership road maintenance agreements currently in place 

with both the Tennessee Department of Transportation and the Kentucky Transportation 

Cabinet for the maintenance of major paved roads will continue. 

Opportunities to distribute, share or transfer road jurisdiction, road system management and 

road maintenance responsibility will be explored and secured when appropriate with 

agreement by potential partners. When needed maintenance appropriately fits available 

FHWA funded maintenance or construction programs their participation in maintenance and 

construction will be solicited and secured. Land Between the Lakes will explore the 

following: 

 Assignment of road maintenance to Special Use permittees.  

 Counties could assume road jurisdiction, road system management and road maintenance 

responsibility if appropriate 

 Tennessee Department of Transportation and the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet would 

be willing to absorb a greater road management and road maintenance responsibility  

 FHWA would be willing to assume a greater administrative role for road project 

development  

However, in the event that road maintenance funds remain at current levels or decline it will 

be necessary to reprioritize road maintenance, reduce maintenance levels of many roads as a 

cost saving measure and possibly place some roads into a stored status thereby reducing 

costs. 

 

2. Benefits 

 

a) Roads located within Land Between the Lakes provide the surrounding region with 

economic benefits.  

Hwy 68/80, a major Federal and State highway running east and west, is substantially 

used for the transportation of goods and services throughout Western Kentucky; and 

commuting purposes for local employment and access to a regional education institution. 

Without its presence, transportation costs would be greater and detrimental to shipping, 

small companies, the regional education institutions, and local businesses. The Trace 

(100 Road) is a major paved road that runs the length of Land Between the Lakes from 
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north and south. Its primary purpose is to serve visitors to Land Between the Lakes. It 

does provide economic benefits to the surrounding communities because it is gateway 

access to both north and south area entrance points,  provides a quality scenic drive 

experience, and provides access to other important recreation area facilities. The gateway 

communities of Dover, Tennessee and Grand Rivers, Kentucky rely on the Trace and the 

convenient access to Land Between the Lakes. Benefiting gateway businesses include 

hotels, restaurants, gas stations, marinas, convenience stores, and gas stations. Tourism is 

highly dependent on the major paved road system, which forms the backbone of the 

recreation area system. The major paved roads provide quality two lane access to the 

many facilities throughout Land Between the Lakes. Without these roads maintained to 

adequate standards, visitation would drop at Land Between the Lakes and regionally, 

impacting adjacent visitor and commercial activities. The financial benefit gained by a 

well maintained recreation area road system is thought to greatly exceed the costs 

incurred to adequately maintain the road system even if annual road maintenance costs 

were to match a needed $5.1 million. 

 

In the event that road maintenance funds remain at current levels or decline, cost saving 

measures will reduce the convenience and benefit of roads the road system and thereby 

reduce economic benefits enjoyed by neighboring communities and the surrounding 

region. 

 

b. Roads located within Land Between the Lakes provide a benefit to area recreation 

activities and area management activities. 

Roads provide recreation access, vehicular tourism, wildlife viewing, and access for 

hunting. Access provided facilitates habitat protection and improvement projects. Habitat 

improvement projects that involve the use of equipment and/or personnel can be 

conducted more safely and less expensively with road access. Roads can help protect 

wildlife habitat and forest by providing access for wildfire initial attack, acting as fire 

lines, and providing efficient and safe deployment areas for firefighting personnel. Road 

access is critical for forest resource management including timber harvest activities. The 

forested areas available for timber harvest are accessible by Land Between the Lakes’ 

current road system. Lack of road access has not been a limiting factor for harvest 

proposals or for treatments needed in response to areas damaged by insects, diseases, fire, 

wind, ice, or snow. 

 

In the event that road maintenance funds remain at current levels or decline, it will be 

necessary to reprioritize road maintenance, reduce maintenance levels of many roads as a 

cost saving measure, and possibly place some roads into an unavailable stored status 

(ML-1) thereby reducing costs. These cost saving measures will lower the recreation 

experience, deter access, downgrade vehicular tourism and wildlife viewing; and impede 

access for hunting. Similarly, convenient access to assist in habitat protection and 
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improvement projects may be impaired by lowered road maintenance levels or roads 

placed into an unavailable stored status (ML-1).  The Protection Act does legally require 

the Forests Service to provide access to cemeteries across the unit.  Priorities would have 

to be put in place that may require prioritizing access to cemeteries over recreation 

facilities. 

 

3. Problems and Risks 

 

a) Roads can have a negative effect on the natural environment in a number of ways. 

Unmaintained or inadequately maintained roads place at risk the environmental health of 

the immediate area, the surrounding watershed, and possibly further downstream. 

Roads damaged by inappropriate use, i.e.; inappropriate four wheel drive “mudding” 

cause environmental damage, become aesthetically unpleasant, dramatically increases the 

maintenance cost, and makes roads unusable. 

 

Road use that results in environmental degradation, road damage and increased road 

maintenance costs no matter the origin or cause are best deterred, eliminated and 

mitigated. Unfortunately, Forest Service properties across the nation most often suffer 

from similar experiences of inappropriate use and abuse. Reasonable efforts should be 

applied to influence public opinion that may be encouraging inappropriate use. Law 

enforcement citations or warnings may assist to discourage inappropriate use and abuse. 

Road closures, gates, or barricades can limit access to abused areas. 

 

Road repair costs made necessary by inappropriate use is a burden upon an already 

inadequate level of funding. In the event that road maintenance funds remain at current 

levels or decline, it will be necessary to reprioritize road maintenance, reduce 

maintenance levels of many roads as a cost saving measure, and possibly place some 

roads into a stored status thereby reducing costs. For more information on this topic see 

section (3b).  

 

b) Roads can be the most significant source of sediment to streams and lakes. As is 

consistent of rural managed properties, Land Between the Lakes’ roads are the most 

significant source of management-accelerated delivery of sediment to streams, Kentucky 

Lake, and Lake Barkley. In addition to acceleration of sedimentation, there are numerous 

direct and indirect impacts to aquatic systems associated with road construction and 

management. While some of these impacts have positive benefits, such as accessibility to 

recreation facilities, open lands, the general forest, or the protection of watersheds from 

catastrophic wildfire; roads have unavoidable effects on streams, wetlands, and riparian 

areas no matter how well they are located, designed, and maintained. 
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Roads can contribute to sedimentation through erosion of their surface, cut slope, and fill 

slope. The amount of fine sediment generated from road surfaces varies considerably 

based upon the erodibility of the surface material, slope of the exposed surfaces, and 

frequency, timing, and duration of use. Water, riparian, and aquatic resources are 

generally more vulnerable to adverse effects of sedimentation where roads are located 

near streams, lakes, or riparian zones or are hydrologically connected to these features. 

Fine sediments are readily transported long distances from their origin where ditches, 

pipes, or streams provide hydrologic connectivity. The chronic delivery of surface 

generated sediments can be of special concern to aquatic organisms during early life 

stages. Water, riparian, and aquatic resources are generally more vulnerable to adverse 

effects of sedimentation where roads are located near streams, lakes, or riparian zones or 

are hydrologically connected to these features. 

 

Fine sediments are readily transported long distances from their origin where ditches, 

pipes, or streams provide hydrologic connectivity. The chronic delivery of surface 

generated sediments can be of special concern to aquatic organisms during early life 

stages. Roads generate sediment through the erosion of the running surface, unstable cut 

and fill slopes, drainage structure fills, and un-vegetated drainage ditches and shoulders. 

The amount of sediment produced is related to surfacing type, traffic volume, 

maintenance levels, and erosion hazard of soils.  

 

Proper mitigation of potential negative impacts to the environment originating from roads 

is routine road maintenance, including the application of applicable best management 

practices.  

 

In the event that road maintenance funds remain at current levels or decline, it will be 

necessary to reprioritize road maintenance, reduce maintenance levels of many roads as a 

cost saving measure, and possibly place some roads into a stored status thereby greatly 

reducing costs. These cost saving measures will reduce the convenience and benefit of 

roads and the recreation area road system although reprioritized funding and road 

maintenance activities will help ensure roads receive maintenance compliant with best 

management practices providing a reasonable degree of protection to the environment. 

 

Unmaintained or inadequately maintained roads place at risk the environmental health of 

the immediate area, the surrounding watershed, local streams, and possibly local 

community water supplies. Roads and culverts constructed within drainages are at risk of 

failure when impacted by major storm events and include the greater possibility of failure 

when road maintenance funding levels are inadequate to support proper road system 

management and maintenance.  

 

Land Between the Lakes’ road system is likely a significant source of area management-

accelerated delivery of sediment to streams, Kentucky Lake, and Lake Barkley. In 
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addition to acceleration of sedimentation, there are numerous direct and indirect impacts 

to aquatic systems associated with road construction, management, and maintenance. 

While roads certainly have positive benefits, such as accessibility to recreation facilities, 

open lands, the general forest, or the protection of watersheds from catastrophic wildfire; 

roads have unavoidable effects on streams, wetlands, and riparian areas no matter how 

well they are located, designed, and maintained. 

 

Sedimentation occurs from roads through erosion of their surface, cut slope, and fill 

slope. The amount of fine sediment generated from road surfaces varies considerably 

based upon the erodibility of the surface material, slope of the exposed surfaces; and 

frequency, timing, and duration of use. For more information on this topic see (section 

2b). 

 

Roads generate sediment through the erosion of the running surface, unstable cut and fill 

slopes, drainage structure fills, and un-vegetated drainage ditches and shoulders. The 

amount of sediment produced is related to surfacing type, traffic volume, maintenance 

levels, and erosion hazard of soils. 

 

Burroughs, et al, 1989, found the first three years following road construction to be an 

acute, highly erosive period for roads impacting streams. Following three years, road 

conditions improve as ditches, right-of-ways and clearing widths revegetate and stabilize. 

However, a chronic level of sediment continues to be produced, particularly if regular 

road maintenance is not implemented. 

 

Culverts, installed at many of the recreation area’s stream crossings, are thought not to 

have been designed to pass more than a 25-year interval event. Streams entrain and 

transport noticeable amounts of cherty fragments, adding to flow volumes that these 

culverts were never designed for. This increases the risk of mass failure of the fill 

material. Also, fill material has been found to be a chronic sediment source to most 

streams under normal precipitation and runoff events. Culvert installation requires fill 

material across stream valleys. Regular maintenance to stream crossings will reduce 

sediment inputs. Many of Land Between the Lake’s stream channels have downcut their 

longitudinal profiles through progressive headcuts in response to the fluctuating base 

elevations of the downstream large lake levels. Undersized and/or improperly installed 

culverts and unstable outlets have accelerated the degradation of the streambed by 

increasing velocities of flow through constricted pipes, thereby increasing the splash 

erosion at outlets. If the crossing (culvert, bridge, ford) is misaligned, flow can be 

directed against stream banks away from the thalweg and accelerate bank erosion. Stream 

sediment then increases and water quality is lowered. As the streambed continues to 

degrade and downcut, subsurface flows (water table) continue to lower correspondingly, 

resulting in localized drier riparian sites and changes in vegetation. Most roads in this 

analysis have paved or aggregate surfacing and are maintained. Nearly all roads have 
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existed for more than 10 years and many for more than 30 years. Proper maintenance 

reduces the production of sediment and the risk of it being transported to the streams. 

Paved road surfaces produce the least amount of sediment. Aggregate surfaced roads 

have reduced levels of sediment relative to native surface roadways. Native surfaced 

roadways are likely to deliver the highest sediment load to the environment. 

4. Possible Management Opportunities 

 

Opportunities to distribute, share or transfer road jurisdiction, road system management and 

road maintenance responsibility should be sought out and, when possible, secured. 

 

The Forest Service is engaged in an ongoing review of road jurisdiction and road 

maintenance responsibilities. Information regarding likely road jurisdiction and road 

maintenance responsibilities is brief, not the result of a completed study and intended for 

informative purposes only. 

 

Currently both the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet and the Tennessee Department of 

Transportation participate in maintenance of some major paved roads within Land Between 

the Lakes. Timber harvest contractors perform some road maintenance. The FHWA performs 

maintenance when maintenance needs appropriately fit available FHWA programs. 

 

Additional possible distributed road system management and maintenance opportunities 

include assignment of road maintenance to Special Use permittees and maintenance could be 

performed by involved counties. States may absorb a greater amount of management and 

maintenance responsibility; and FHWA could assume a greater administrative role for road 

maintenance predominantly for large maintenance project development and administration. 

 

In the event that road maintenance funds remain at current levels or decline, it would be 

appropriate to place some roads into an unavailable stored status thereby greatly reducing 

costs. Roads placed into a stored status could receive minimal maintenance, could remain 

accessible for administrative access and could remain accessible for cemetery access. Roads 

placed into a stored status would not be available to the general public accept for legally 

required cemetery access. 

 

F. Process Used to Arrive at a Possible Minimum Road System 

 

1. Phase One – Sub-Team Effort 

Roads providing necessary access for programs and access commitments that would not be 

changed were identified. Roads considered required to provide necessary access included 

major paved roads the responsibility of the States, major paved roads the responsibility of the 

Forest Service, roads required for access to the approximately 268 known cemeteries, roads 
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required for access to ongoing permit activities, roads required for land management 

activities including open lands management, prescribed fire and timber harvest, road access 

required for major developed recreation, road access required for interpretive sites, road 

access required for environmental education, roads access required for access to boat launch 

facilities and road access required for administrative access needs. A majority of existing 

roads were identified by the Sub-Team as required. However, this effort resulted in a listing 

of roads in need of further consideration by the Full Team that were not at least initially 

recognized as required. Sixty-five miles of roads were listed in need of further consideration 

by the Full Team. All 65 miles were current Motor Vehicle Use Map roads. 

 

2. Phase Two – Full Team Effort 

The Full Team reviewed the listing of 65 miles of roads, developed by the Sub-Team. The 

Full Team recommended the majority of the 65 miles of roads be retained. The Full Team 

identified 22.78 miles of road. These 22.78 miles of road should be considered further with 

future analysis and decision 

3.  Phase Three - 

 

a) Public Consultation 

Three public meetings were hosted with the public.  The process and intent of the TAP 

was presented and discussed. Approximately 200 people attended the meetings. 

Informational maps displaying all of the Motor Vehicle Use Map (MVUM) roads as 

currently available to the public.  Information shared emphasized the 65 miles of roads 

recommended for further consideration. The public was asked to comment on the 

emphasized 65 miles of MVUM roads. Effort was made by Forest Service staff to focus 

discussion on the intent, desired outcome and, in particular, the emphasized 65 miles of 

road. Public questions were answered by Forest Service staff regarding nearly any subject 

or road regardless whether or not the public question was regarding the emphasized 65 

miles of road or the public question regarded other roads or other subjects. The public 

comments received nearly unanimously indicate a desire that no roads be eliminated. In 

many cases public comments received expressed a desire that no roads be closed and be 

better maintained.  

b) Stakeholder Consultation 

Local stakeholders comprised of Senior Elected Officials of the three involved local 

County Governments were contacted, informed, and their input received.  

4. Phase Four –  Further Consideration 

A further review and consideration of roads located within two threatened watersheds was 

performed. A listing of roads possibly the sources of negative environmental impacts, located 
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in the two Impaired Watersheds, in need of further consideration concurrent with future 

analysis was developed. A listing of roads possibly the sources of negative environmental 

impacts, not located in the two threatened watersheds, in need of further consideration 

concurrent with future analysis was developed. 

 

5. Phase Five – Results Compared to a Prior Applicable Area Road Analysis 

General results were cross checked against a prior applicable area road analysis and found to 

be generally consistent. No further analysis. 

G. Recommendations 

1. Results of Team Analysis 

 

Team analysis identified 22.78 miles of roads. These require further consideration for 

possible change concurrent with future analysis and decision. Based upon the findings 

contained in this report, it is possible that a future Minimum Road System (MRS) would be 

only slightly smaller than the Existing Road System. Similarly, a 2003 road analysis did not 

document recommended reduction in road miles. See Table 9 for recommendations for 

further consideration under future analysis. 

 
Table 9.  Recommendations for consideration. 

ROAD 

NUMBER 
NAME 

OPERATIONAL 

MAINTENANCE 

LEVEL 

MILES 

141 SCOUT TRAIL ROAD (middle portion) 2 1.02 

145 BIRDWATCH ROAD (middle portion) 2 1.54 

229 BEAR CREEK ROAD (east of shooting range in bottoms) 2 0.49 

318 SUGAR CREEK ROAD (except portion for cemetery access) 2 1.04 

319 HIGGINS BRANCH ROAD 2 0.55 

322 ENERGY RIDGE ROAD (east of 324 Road) 2 1.34 

326 LANE ROAD 2 0.80 

333 BOARDINGHOUSE ACCESS 2 1.11 

343 BOAT DOCK ROAD 2 0.67 

344 DIXON CEMETERY ROAD (except portion for cemetery access) 3 0.70 

345 COX ROAD 2 0.32 

346 SNIDER ROAD 2 0.60 

350 BLOCK HOUSE ROAD (middle portion) 2 1.06 
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356 CONNECTION ROAD (middle portion) 2 1.67 

357 ROUGH RIDGE ROAD 2 2.24 

372 WIGGINS HOLLOW ROAD (middle portion) 2 0.26 

374 JIMERSON CEMETERY ROAD (except portion for cemetery access) 2 0.70 

375 NEVILLE FORK ROAD 2 1.42 

379 BYRD FORK ROAD 2 0.33 

382 HOLLOW ROAD 2 0.25 

387 LYNWOOD LANE 2 0.35 

391 BYRD HUGHES ROAD 2 0.46 

393 BLUE SPRING ROAD 2 0.20 

396 PANTHER BAY ROAD 2 0.64 

397 STILLY HOLLOW ROAD 2 0.24 

404 COVEY ROAD 2 0.12 

405 SYKES ROAD 2 0.72 

410 WRIGHT PLACE ROAD 2 0.15 

412 SOUTH SUGAR BAY ROAD 2 0.88 

127-A KUTTAWA LANDING RD CONNECTOR 2 0.49 

205-B1 SOUTH SHOP REAR ACCESS 1 0.10 

352-A FORD CREEK ROAD SPUR 2 0.24 

79-A3 GRAYS LANDING LAKESHORE ACCESS 3 0.07 

79-A31 GRAYS LANDING LAKE TO HILLTOP 3 0.01 

Total Miles 22.78 

 

 

2. Results of Public and Stakeholder Consultation 

The public and stakeholder comments received indicate a desire that no roads be eliminated. 

In many cases public comments received expressed a desire that roads be better maintained.  

Former residents of the area reminded the Forest Service of its legal responsibility to 

maintain access to cemeteries. 
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3. Recommendations of a Prior Applicable Road Analysis 

 

The 2003 road analysis did include the following key understandings and recommendations 

that remain applicable today: 

 

a) It is very unlikely that any Maintenance Levels 3 through 5 roads will be closed, 

however, great opportunity exists to lower their maintenance cost and reduce impacts. It 

is expected that watershed roads analyses (watershed or project scale) will identify some 

Maintenance Level 1 and 2 roads as surplus to forest needs. 

 

b) No new road access is proposed or evaluated in this forest-scale assessment. However, 

should new access be required, road construction will need to be evaluated at the 

watershed and/or project scale. Any future new road(s) would be constructed with 

modern design and layout techniques that will minimize adverse ecological risks while 

providing safe and efficient transportation. Any decision to add road mileage to the 

system should consider the constrained road maintenance budget and the potential 

conflicts that additional maintenance needs will engender. 

 

c)  There are a number of options available to reduce costs and minimize road-related risks 

on the Land Between the Lakes road system. Some specific examples include the 

following: 

 

1. Reducing Maintenance Levels: Reducing a Maintenance Level 2 to a 

Maintenance Level 1 

 

This can reduce maintenance requirements as well as address water quality risks. 

Since Level 1 roads are not maintained for access, it is important they are in a 

condition where they can be essentially self-maintaining. They should not have 

ditches and cross drains that require maintenance, nor should they have drainage 

structures that require regular maintenance. When considering reductions in 

maintenance levels from Level 2 to Level 1, consideration must be given to the work 

needed to place the road in such a condition that it can be self-maintaining, and the 

associated costs. Work required may include reshaping to an outsloped configuration, 

removing culverts and fills, or replacing culverts with rock-armored dips or rock fills. 

If the costs of such work exceed the long term maintenance cost savings, then other 

sources of funding may be appropriate on the basis of benefits to resources at risk. All 

of the considerations discussed above require site specific and detailed analysis on a 

road-by-road basis. 
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2. Reconstruction 

 

Annual maintenance costs may be reduced by reconstructing or relocating roads/road 

segments that are currently maintained in an inslope-ditch-crossdrain configuration to 

an outsloped or crowned template where road surface drainage is dispersed over the 

full length of the road prism rather than being concentrated into ditches and 

discharged via cross drains. An outsloped template not only reduces maintenance 

needs, but also typically minimizes the adverse impacts often associated with the 

concentration of surface runoff. The costs associated with reconstruction are 

substantial and often cannot be justified on an economic basis alone. Some 

relocations can also assist by utilizing designs that lay gently on the land and avoid 

steep slopes, erosive soils, and hydrologic connectivity. 

 

4.   Suggested Solutions to Issues, Problems and Risks, and Proposed Possible Management 

Opportunities 

The suggested solutions to issues, problems and risks, and proposed possible management 

opportunities identified in Section F should be implemented, given the opportunity, in future 

watershed or project scale studies and analysis that include at least in part a road analysis 

component or road decisions. 

5.   Suggested Conversion of Existing Road System to Minimum Road System 

A substantive change in road miles or road status is currently not envisioned. Team analysis 

resulted in 22.78 miles of roads identified as not needed or which appear to have little benefit 

that should be further considered for possible change or elimination concurrent with future 

analysis and decision. At this time the Minimum Road System would be only slightly less 

than the Existing Road System if it were that all 22.78 miles were eliminated. This report in 

no way eliminates roads. Road needs will be thoroughly re-evaluated concurrent with all 

future studies or analysis. At that time decisions will be made whether or not to eliminate 

roads. 

6.   Best Management Practices (BMPs) Applicable to Land Between the Lakes 

When maintaining roads located on Land Between the Lakes, the following Best 

Management Practices should be adhered to as a minimum: 

 

a) National Best Management Practices for Water Quality Management on Forest System 

Lands.  This is an oversized document, therefore only the link is provided:  

http://www.fs.fed.us/biology/resources/pubs/watershed/FS_National_Core_BMPs_April2

012.pdf 

 

http://www.fs.fed.us/biology/resources/pubs/watershed/FS_National_Core_BMPs_April2012.pdf
http://www.fs.fed.us/biology/resources/pubs/watershed/FS_National_Core_BMPs_April2012.pdf
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b) Overview of Best Management Practices related to Forest Roads: The Southern States. 

This is an oversized document, therefore only the link is provided:  

http://www.srs.fs.usda.gov/pubs/ja/ja_grace008.pdf  

  

http://www.srs.fs.usda.gov/pubs/ja/ja_grace008.pdf
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Appendix A 

 

Analysis Participants 

 

Kevan Paluso   Team Lead and Transportation Program Manager (Team and Sub-

Team) 

Gary Hawkins   Recreation Program Manager (Team) 

Jamie Bennett  Heritage Program Manager / Tribal Liaison (Team) 

Steve Bloemer  Hunt Program Manager (Team) 

Elizabeth Raikes  Open Lands Program (Team) 

Dennis Wilson  Timber Program Manager (Team) 

Andrew Pascarella Fire Management Officer (Team) 

Jackie Franklin  Soil and Physical Science Program Manager (Team) 

Jared Baker  Budget Officer (Team and Sub-Team) 

Barbara Wysock  Area Planner (Team) 

Denise Schmittou  Public Affairs Specialist, Retired (Team) 

Tina Tilley   Area Supervisor (Sub-Team) 

Duane Cameron   Law Enforcement (Team) 

Scott Turner      Business Performance Staff Officer, Left Agency (Team and Sub-

Team)                          

Brian Beisel  Customer Service Staff Officer, Retired (Sub-Team) 

Pat Fowler Environmental Services Staff Officer, Now Retired (Team and Sub-

Team) 

Jan Bush   Communications Staff Officer (Team and Sub-Team) 

Jeff Laird   Customer Service Staff Officer (Sub-Team) 
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Appendix B  

  

Maps of Existing Road System Including Roads Recommended for Future Consideration, 

Decision and Possible Change 

 

Road Risk/Benefit Assessment - Land Between the Lakes. These are oversized documents with 

some fine graphic detail that is not highly viewable in a smaller scale. These maps are included in 

this report but for a better view and resolution they will be posted on the Land Between the Lakes 

website along with this Transportation Analysis Report. 
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Appendix C 

Listing of Roads Possibly the Source of Negative Environmental and Water Quality Impacts 

(includes Impaired Watersheds) 

*Roads Located within Impaired Watersheds 

Road 

No. 

Road Name Road 

Length 

(Miles) 

Operational 

Maintenance 

Level 

Concerns 

113 Rogers Road 2.1 4 Recurrent scour, damaged culvert, creek 

overtopping of road, very steep, erodible 

subgrade and surface. 

126 Sardis Road 2.1 5 Inundated by lake, bottom of watershed, 

bridge in need of repair, damaged paved 

surface. 

*141 Scout Trail Road 6.0 3/2 Recurrent scour, not designed and 

constructed to applicable road standards, 

some steep, some very steep, erodible 

subgrade and surface, several unimproved 

stream crossings, some concurrent stream 

bed and road, road surface lower than 

adjoining land, some lack of roadside 

ditches. 

*142 Higgins Bay 

Road 

2.3 3 Recurrent scour, not designed and 

constructed to applicable road standards, 

some very steep, erodible subgrade and 

surface, road surface lower than adjoining 

land, some lack of roadside ditches. 

145 Birdwatch Road 1.5 5 Unimproved creek crossing, damaged low 

water crossing also forcing a creek grade 

jump, subject to overbank flooding, 

erodible subgrade and surface. 

147 Ferguson Spring 

Road 

1.5 2 Floods due to adjoining wetland, not 

designed and constructed to applicable 

road standards, unimproved surface, 

erodible subgrade and surface. 

149 Bogard 

Cemetery Road 

2.9 3 Recurrent scour, not designed and 

constructed to applicable road standards, 

very steep, erodible subgrade and surface. 

212 Ginger Ridge 

Road 

1.7 3 Recurrent scour, not designed and 

constructed to applicable road standards, 

very steep, erodible subgrade and surface. 

220 Nolen Cemetery 

Road 

1.8 3 Recurrent scour, not designed and 

constructed to applicable road standards, 

very steep, erodible subgrade and surface. 
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Road 

No. 

Road Name Road 

Length 

(Miles) 

Operational 

Maintenance 

Level 

Concerns 

228 Gatlin Point 

Road 

1.4 3 Recurrent scour, not designed and 

constructed to applicable road standards, 

steep, no constructed surface. 

229 Bear Creek Road 2.1 4 Recurrent potholes and scour, some steep, 

erodible subgrade and surface. 

305 Dodd’s Ridge 

Road 

2.3 2 Repeatedly damaged by inappropriate four 

wheel mudding use, recurrent scour, not 

designed and constructed to applicable 

road standards, no constructed surface, 

erodible subgrade and surface, ponds 

water, badly rutted, road surface lower than 

adjoining land.  

306 Watkins Road 2.5 2 Repeatedly damaged by inappropriate four 

wheel mudding use, recurrent scour, not 

designed and constructed to applicable 

road standards, no constructed surface, 

erodible subgrade and surface, ponds 

water, badly rutted, road surface lower than 

adjoining land. 

308 Kelsey Road 2.6 2 Recurrent potholes and scour, erodible 

subgrade and surface, not designed and 

constructed to applicable road standards, 

road surface lower than adjoining land, 

narrow, multiple unimproved stream 

crossings. 

311 Curry Road 1.3 2 Recurrent scour, not designed and 

constructed to applicable road standards, 

steep, lower than adjoining land, some lack 

of roadside ditches. 

312 Back Mail Route 

Road 

3.8 3 Some recurrent potholes and scour, some 

steep, erodible subgrade and surface, 

unimproved stream crossings. 

315 Fulton Furnace 

Road 

1.6 3 Some recurrent potholes and scour, 

erodible subgrade and surface, not 

designed and constructed to applicable 

road standards. 

318 Sugar Creek 

Road 

2.1 2 Some recurrent potholes and scour, 

erodible subgrade and surface, not 

designed and constructed to applicable 

road standards, multiple unimproved 

stream crossings. 

322 Energy Ridge 

Road 

2.8 2 Recurrent potholes and scour, erodible 

subgrade and surface, not designed and 
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Road 

No. 

Road Name Road 

Length 

(Miles) 

Operational 

Maintenance 

Level 

Concerns 

constructed to applicable road standards, 

road surface lower than adjoining land, 

some lack of roadside ditches. 

324 Ferguson Hollow 

Road 

1.5 2 Recurrent scour, not designed and 

constructed to applicable road standards, 

steep, lower than adjoining land, some lack 

of  roadside ditches, unimproved stream 

crossing, some inappropriate four wheel 

mudding use. 

333 Boardinghouse 

Access Road 

1.1 2 Some potholes and scour, erodible 

subgrade and surface, not designed and 

constructed to applicable road standards, 

lack of roadside ditches. 

392 Herndon 

Cemetery Road 

0.8 2 Recurrent scour, not designed and 

constructed to applicable road standards, 

very steep, erodible subgrade and surface, 

lower than adjoining land, lack of roadside 

ditches. 

403 Coleman 

Cemetery Road 

0.8 2 Recurrent potholes and scour, erodible 

subgrade and surface, not designed and 

constructed to applicable road standards, 

road surface lower than adjoining land, 

some lack of roadside ditches. 
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Appendix D 

 

Chief’s Letter of Direction 

File 

Code: 

2300/2500/7700 Date: March 29, 2012 

Route 

To: 

  

  

Subject: Travel Management, Implementation of 36 CFR, Part 202, Subpart A (36 CFR 

212.5(b))    

  

To: Regional Foresters, Station Directors, Area Director, IITF Director, Deputy Chiefs 

and WO Directors    

  

  

This letter is to reaffirm agency commitment to completing a travel analysis report for Subpart A of 

the travel management rule by 2015 and update and clarify Agency guidance.  This letter replaces 

the November 10, 2010, letter on the same topic.    

The Agency expects to maintain an appropriately sized and environmentally sustainable road system 

that is responsive to ecological, economic, and social concerns.  The national forest road system of 

the future must continue to provide needed access for recreation and resource management, as well 

as support watershed restoration and resource protection to sustain healthy ecosystems.   

Forest Service regulations at 36 CFR 212.5(b)(1) require the Forest Service to identify the minimum 

road system needed for safe and efficient travel and for administration, utilization, and protection of 

National Forest System (NFS) lands.  In determining the minimum road system, the responsible 

official must incorporate a science-based roads analysis at the appropriate scale.  Forest Service 

regulations at 36 CFR 212.5(b)(2) require the Forest Service to identify NFS roads that are no longer 

needed to meet forest resource management objectives. 

Process 

Travel analysis requires a process that is dynamic, interdisciplinary, and integrated with all resource 

areas.  With this letter, I am directing the use of the travel analysis process (TAP) described in Forest 

Service Manual 7712 and Forest Service Handbook (FSH) 7709.55, Chapter 20.  The TAP is a 

science-based process that will inform future travel management decisions.  Travel analysis serves as 

the basis for developing proposed actions, but does not result in decisions.  Therefore, travel analysis 

does not trigger the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).   The completion of the TAP is an 

important first step towards the development of the future minimum road system (MRS).  All NFS 

roads, maintenance levels 1-5, must be included in the analysis. 

For units that have previously conducted their travel or roads analysis process (RAP), the 

appropriate line officer should review the prior report to assess the adequacy and the relevance of 

their analysis as it complies with Subpart A.  This analysis will help determine the appropriate scope 
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and scale for any new analysis and can build on previous work.  A RAP completed in accordance 

with publication FS-643, “Roads Analysis:  Informing Decisions about Managing the National 

Forest Transportation System,” will also satisfy the roads analysis requirement of Subpart A. 

Results from the TAP must be documented in a travel analysis report, which shall include: 

 A map displaying the roads that can be used to inform the proposed action for identifying the 

MRS and unneeded roads. 

 Information about the analysis as it relates to the criteria found in 36 CFR 212.5(b)(1). 

Units should seek to integrate the steps contained in the Watershed Condition Framework (WCF) 

with the six TAP steps contained in FSH 7709.55, Chapter 20, to eliminate redundancy and ensure 

an iterative and adaptive approach for both processes. We expect the WCF process and the TAP will 

complement each other.  The intent is for each process to inform the other so that they can be 

integrated and updated with new information or where conditions change.  The travel analysis report 

described above must be completed by the end of FY 2015. 

The next step in identification of the MRS is to use the travel analysis report to develop proposed 

actions to identify the MRS.  These proposed actions generally should be developed at the scale of a 

6th code sub watershed or larger.  Proposed actions and alternatives are subject to environmental 

analysis under NEPA.  Travel analysis should be used to inform the environmental analysis.   

The administrative unit must analyze the proposed action and alternatives in terms of whether, per 

36 CFR 212.5(b)(1), the resulting road system is needed to: 

 Meet resource and other management objectives adopted in the relevant land and 

resource management plan; 

 Meet applicable statutory and regulatory requirements;  

 Reflect long-term funding expectations;  

 Ensure that the identified system minimizes adverse environmental impacts 

associated with road construction, reconstruction, decommissioning, and 

maintenance. 

The resulting decision identifies the MRS and unneeded roads for each sub watershed or larger scale.  

The NEPA analysis for each sub watershed must consider adjacent sub watersheds for connected 

actions and cumulative effects.  The MRS for the administrative unit is complete when the MRS for 

each sub watershed has been identified, thus satisfying Subpart A.  To the extent that the sub 

watershed NEPA analysis covers specific road decisions, no further NEPA analysis will be 

needed.  To the extent that further smaller-scale, project-specific decisions are needed, more NEPA 

analysis may be required.  

A flowchart displaying the process for identification of the MRS is enclosed with this letter.  
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Timing 

The travel analysis report must be completed by the end of FY 2015.  Beyond FY 2015, no Capital 

Improvement and Maintenance (CMCM) funds may be expended on NFS roads (maintenance levels 

1-5) that have not been included in a TAP or RAP.  

Leadership 

The Washington Office lead for Subpart A is Anne Zimmermann, Director of Watershed, Fish, 

Wildlife, Air and Rare Plants.  Working with her on the Washington Office Steering Team are Jim 

Bedwell, Director of Recreation, Heritage, and Volunteer Resources, and Emilee Blount, Director of 

Engineering.  I expect the Regions to continue with the similar leadership structures which have 

been established.   

Your leadership and commitment to this component of the travel management rule is important.  

Together, we will move towards an ecologic, economic, and socially sustainable and responsible 

national road system of the future. 

 

 

 

/s/ James M. Pena (for): 

LESLIE A. C. WELDON 

Deputy Chief, National Forest System 
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PROCESS FOR IDENTIFICATION OF MRS 

Appendix E 

 

Southern Region Expectations 

Revised to align with 2012 Chief’s Letter 

 

A. Background. During the period 2005 - 2010 the National Forests of the Southern Region 

successfully completed Sub-Part “B” (Designation of Roads, Trails and Areas for Motor Vehicle 

Use) Travel Analysis. The result was a set of Motor Vehicle Use Maps (MVUMs) which prescribe 

the Forest Service roads that allow traffic; and in doing so it also prohibited cross-country travel by 

off-highway vehicles (OHVs). Forests are now beginning work on Sub-Part “A” (Administration of 

the Forest Transportation System) Travel Analysis to identify the minimum road system needed for 

safe and efficient travel and for the protection, management and use of NFS lands; and also to 

identify roads no longer needed to meet forest resource management objectives.  

 

TAP analysis identifies risks and benefits of individual roads in the system, but especially 

cumulative effects and affordability of the entire system. Consideration is given to the access needed 

to support existing Forest Plans, and for informing future Forest Plans and resulting projects. TAP is 

intended to identify opportunities to assist managers in addressing the unique ecological, economic 

and social conditions on the national forests and grasslands.  

B. Agency Direction. Sub-Part “A” Travel Analysis is required by the 2005 Travel Management 

Rule (36 CFR 212.5). Forest Service Manual 7712 and Forest Service Handbook 7709.55 Chapter 

20 provides specific direction, including the requirement to use a six step interdisciplinary, science-

based process to ensure that future decisions are based on an adequate consideration of 

environmental, social and economic impacts of roads. A letter from the Chief of the Forest Service 

dated March 29, 2012 was issued to replace a November 10, 2010 letter previously issued on the 

same topic. It reaffirms agency commitment to completing travel analysis reports for Subpart A of 

the travel management rule by 2015, and also provides additional national direction related to this 

work, addressing process, timing and leadership expectations. The letter requires documentation of 

the analysis by a travel analysis report, which includes a map displaying the existing road system 

and possible unneeded roads. It is intended to inform future proposed actions related to identifying 

the minimum road system. The TAP process is designed to work in conjunction with other 

frameworks and processes, the results of which collectively inform and frame future decisions 

executed under NEPA. These other analyses and procedures include Watershed Analysis Framework 

and mapping; Recreational Framework planning and analyses; and forest-wide planning under the 

new Planning Rule. This document (Southern Region Expectations) supplements the national 

direction for Sub-Part “A” TAPs developed for the Southern Region.  

 

C. Geographic Scale. Like smaller scale road analyses (RAPS) that have been underway at the 

project level, TAPs consider economic, environmental and social effects of roads. Analysis at the 

smaller project scale, however, does not adequately address cumulative effects and affordability. The 

Chief’s letter requires that proposed NEPA actions be informed by work at the 6th order HUC 

watershed as a minimum. Southern Region Expectations are for a Unit TAP at the District level or 

equivalent; and since budgets are generally allocated to the Forest level, District analyses are not 

considered complete until all other Districts on the same Forest are also complete and have been 

integrated to create a Forest Scale TAP. As projects which involve travel (road) decisions are 
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subsequently proposed on a unit, additional project level analysis will be required in advance of 

associated NEPA decisions only if the proposal varies substantially from the Unit Scale TAP 

covered by it. The purpose would be to show any additional impact on cumulative effects and 

affordability.  

 

D. Process, Review and Approval. Forests Interdisciplinary Teams (IDTs) are expected to conduct 

analyses, with guidance and review by the Regional Office TAP Review Team (members listed 

below). Standard boilerplate, spreadsheets and Executive Summary format will be developed by the 

Review team for incorporation into the TAP reports. Final review will be by the Forest Supervisor, 

indicating that the analyses comply with national and regional direction. Upon completion of the last 

District TAP on a Forest, the Forest Supervisor needs to submit a forest-wide Executive Summary 

and verify that the cumulative results meet the expectations defined in this guidance.  

 

The Regional TAP Review Team consists of Team Leader Paul Morgan (Engineering), Emanuel 

Hudson (Biological and Physical Resources), Mary Hughes Frye (Recreation), Paul Arndt 

(Planning) and various other ad hoc members as needed. They will submit their review comments to 

the TAP Steering Team prior to officially conveying them to the Forest. The Steering Team will be 

responsible for overall direction and oversight of the process. This team consists of Randy 

Warbington, TAP Steering Team Lead and Director of Engineering, Dave Schmid, Director of 

Biological and Physical Resources, Chris Liggett, Director of Planning, and Ann Christensen, 

Director of Recreation as well as George Bain, Forest Supervisor on the Chattahoochee Oconee 

NF’s and Steve Bekkerus, Regional Legislative Affairs Specialist.  

E. Information Systems. Analysis will be based upon field-verified spatial data (GIS, or Geographic 

Information System road and trail layers), and official tabular data (from I-Web, the corporate Forest 

Service data base) as applicable. ARC Map products will be included as a part of all completed Unit 

Scale TAPs, and will be provided to the Regional Office TAP review team as a part of the final TAP 

report.  

 

F. Access. As prescribed by 16USC532 the Forest Roads and Trails Act TAPs should identify an 

adequate system of roads and trails to provide for intensive use, protection, development, and 

management of National Forest System lands. As such, they should address user safety and 

environmental impacts, and provide for an optimum balance of access needs and cost. Roads, trails 

and bridges that are unsafe and where unacceptable risks cannot be eliminated or mitigated due to a 

lack of funding should be identified for closure or possible decommissioning. Unneeded, temporary 

and unauthorized routes should be identified for possible decommissioning. TAPs should support 

current Forest Plan direction and anticipate future Forest Plan analysis needs, as well as Recreational 

Framework planning and analyses. As unit scale TAPs are completed, associated MVUMs must be 

reviewed. After appropriate NEPA decisions are made to implement TAP recommendations, future 

MVUM revisions need to be revised to assure that they are in agreement with those decisions.  

 

G. Environmental. One major analysis component of the TAPs is impact of the road system on 

water quality. In those cases where high road densities on National Forest lands are a major factor in 

causing watersheds to be at risk or impaired, some roads should be identified for decommissioning 

in order to reduce the impacts and change the classification. Also, it should be recognized that some 

existing roads are poorly located and should be eliminated, while some new roads might be needed 

to replace them and provide essentially equivalent access in better locations, generally farther away 

from live streams or wetlands. The Watershed Condition Framework should inform each unit’s 

travel analysis. An overriding objective for all roads should be compliance with provisions cited in 
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National Best Management Practices for Water Quality Management on National Forest System 

Lands, April 2012. While a reduction in maintenance levels may be a desired option for cost 

reduction, it is not an appropriate strategy when it results in more environmental impacts. Similarly, 

changes in recreational use should be considered, especially for roads that cannot be maintained to 

standard and which may begin to attract challenge-oriented four-wheelers that create even further 

impacts on the environment and on the road.  

 

H. Financial. Units should consider all expected sources of funding available to maintain the road 

system to appropriate standards (based upon 3 year history and current trends), and include all costs 

that are required to comply with applicable Best Management Practices (BMPs) for their 

maintenance. Include associated bridge maintenance as well, and replacement costs for those routes 

which include bridges that are deficient or expected to need major work in the next ten year period. 

Identify and account for fixed costs (program management, fleet, etc.) when analyzing financial 

feasibility. Ultimately units must balance the costs of maintaining the identified system such that the 

recommendation will not result in accrual of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges once the 

TAP is implemented (i.e. there should be a zero balance between anticipated maintenance revenue 

and anticipated maintenance cost on an annual basis).  

 

The focus of this analysis should not be primarily on disinvestment, i.e. just reducing passenger car 

roads to high clearance roads in order to meet funding constraints. Roads receiving minimal 

maintenance have the high likelihood, at least those roads located relatively low in the watershed, of 

creating additional siltation impacts. They can also have unintended consequences for recreation 

management. Therefore a better strategy might be to identify roads not required for current 

operations but which might be needed at some time in the future for seasonal or intermittent closure, 

or “storage”. Other strategies might include scheduling maintenance over a two to three year cycle 

on less used roads, adding seasonal restrictions, identifying roads to transfer to state or local 

jurisdiction, and identifying unneeded roads for possible decommissioning. Total mileage of high 

clearance roads should not generally increase over the amount in the current system unless it is 

determined that there has been substantial maintenance level “creep” over the years and therefore a 

substantial increase in high clearance roads is warranted. However it is expected that the number of 

roads identified to be placed in storage will generally increase from the current level. Finally it 

should be noted that similar to the road system, the trail system is also over-committed to be 

managed within its maintenance budget. Therefore, unless maintenance funding is verified to be 

available over the long-term, it is not acceptable to identify roads for conversion to trails; the more 

appropriate options would be storage or decommissioning, depending upon future need.  

 

I. Public Involvement and NEPA (National Environmental Protection Act) Requirements. Unit scale 

TAPs are not NEPA decisions; they are analyses intended to inform future projects regarding 

affordability and cumulative effects. These projects, depending upon the specific impacts, will 

generally require NEPA decisions prior to implementation. The public will need to be provided 

opportunities for comment on TAP recommendations near to the time that those actual projects are 

being proposed. This would be expected to include a broad spectrum of participation by citizens, 

other agencies, and tribal governments as appropriate.  

 

J. Products. All final products to be posted on an internal website or on the “O” drive available for 

access by other Forests and the Regional Office. The final product should consist of the following 

items:  
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1) A Travel Analysis Report summarizing the process the results of all analyses conducted.  

2) A map showing the entire Road System, ML 1-5, and delineating potential unneeded roads.  

3) A list of roads that are proposed for transfer to another jurisdiction and whether acceptance by 

that jurisdiction is likely within the next three years.  

4) A tabular summary of issues, benefits and risks for each road in the system. (Although not 

included in this write-up an example format is available and will be provided to each unit as they 

begin work on their TAP.)  

5) A spreadsheet identifying available maintenance funding and expected costs for applying 

affordable operational maintenance levels and associated BMPs (best management practices) to the 

road system to result in a financial strategy that balances funding and costs such that no deferred 

maintenance will accrue if fully implemented.  

6) Signature sheets with dates, indicating preparation and review officials, and Review by the Forest 

Supervisor.  

 

K. Schedule and Completion Date.  

The chief’s letter directs that all units be covered by a TAP by the end of FY 2015. The proposed 

schedule is as follows:  

FY13 Stearns RD, Daniel Boone NF  

Shoal Creek RD, NFs in Alabama– Completes NFs in AL  

Caney and Kisatchie RDs, Kisatchie NF  

LBJ/Caddo RD, NFs in TX – Completes NFs in TX  

Nantahala NF in NC 

Ocala RD, NFs in Florida – Completes NFs in FL  

Francis Marion RD, FM/S NFs – Completes FM/S NFs  

Big Piney, Pleasant Hill and Boston Mountain RDs, Ozark-St. Francis NFs  

Land Between the Lakes – Completes LBL RA 


